A WORLD MARKET OF OPPORTUNITIES?
CAPITALIST OBSTACLES AND LEFT
ECONOMIC POLICY
Gregory Albo

As Ralph Miliband observed in his last book, Socialism for a Sceptical
Age, the socialist project for a radical social order of equality has rested on
two central propositions: capitalism constitutes a massive obstacle to
resolving a range of social evils and injustices; a socialist alternative makes
possible a resolution of these offences and inequities.' The pessimism that
infuses the Left at the end of the century is founded, in the first instance,
in the reassessment of capitalist market processes as more efficient in
meeting human needs than previously conceded and, moreover, capable of
extensive institutional variation so as to allow egalitarian policy outcomes
without confronting capitalist social power. Economic efficiency can be
combined with social equity.
It is further argued that socialist economic policy is, in any case, no
longer capable - if it ever was - of advancing solutions to the injustices of
capitalist markets (let alone of offering a plausible alternative social order).
This political qua policy impotence is due, in large measure, to the
formation of a world economy that provides an overwhelming external
constraint to policies that are inconsistent with the irreversible processes of
globalisation. The crisis years after 1974 have ceded, moreover, to an era
of restabilized capitalism, ascendant and embraced in all comers of the
world. So even if there is a margin of manoeuverability for national
economic policies, as Paul Hirst and Grahame Thompson assert (to cite a
much noted recent example), this is merely a question of further building
'extra-market institutions' to manage the new conjuncture as capitalist
If
markets have proven their greater inherent efficiency and dynami~m.~
there are injustices still residing in capitalism, and even New Labour
concedes there are, these are best resolved by measures that work with
rather than against markets. Egalitarian policy measures should thus only
seek to equalize market opportunities through widening the 'stakes' in
capitalist enterprises via employee share ownership plans, selfemployment initiatives, life-long training accounts, and the like.3 To
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uphold socialist propositions in the face of the prevailing political
consensus is, as Miliband himself recognized of the predictable charge, 'to
demonstrate a lamentable lack of realism."
In the advanced capitalist countries, this broad disillusionment with Left
economic policy is deeply entwined with the last two decades of social
democratic setback and retreat followed by further openings to the disciplines of neoliberalism and the world economy. The electorally most
successful case of social democratic governance over this period, the
example of Australian Labor, has only offered, in the brilliant analysis of
John Wiseman, a 'kinder road to hell' of cutbacks and austerity in its
Labor's defeat at the
efforts to recast itself as an 'East Asian capitali~m.'~
polls in 1996 promises to veer Australia down the even more treacherous
path of neoliberal austerity in a desperate effort to maintain a faltering
external competitiveness. The postwar social democratic strongholds of
Austria and Sweden have their governments extensively scaling back their
welfare states, disposing state enterprises and adopting the neoliberal
policy stance of economic openness and flexible labour markets. With the
external sector bursting from capital outflows and unemployment at panEuropean levels, it cannot seriously be maintained, as so many on the Left
still attempted to do even during its 1980s breakup, that the Swedish model
A similar story could be told of the Rhineland
is still alive and pr~spering.~
Model of Germany, which has all of Sweden's problems and others. Its
'concertation capitalism' has witnessed over the last year increasingly
ferocious efforts by employers to scale back employee benefits and
involvement. Ever alert to new opportunities to proclaim that the legacy of
reform is being cast aside, New Labour's Tony Blair, on a visit to Wall
Street in April 1996, drew the lessons from these experiences that a social
democratic Britain 'must be competitive internationally to help attract
international business investment. I am a passionate free trader and
unashamed anti-protectionist."
The divergent economic trajectories after 1974 that first seemed to
characterize social democratic governments like Sweden's and technologically-ascendant economies like Germany's now only seem to be alternate
routes converging in neoliberalism. Indeed, the varied experiences of the
'previously existing socialisms' of Eastern Europe and the anti-imperialist
nationalisms of the Third World also appear to represent no more than
circuitous and calamitous routes to ending up on the same capitalist road.
The world economy in the 1990s accommodates, it seems, only one model
of development: export-oriented production based on flexible labour
markets, lower real and social wages, less environmental regulation and
freer trade. Neoliberal economic strategies are proposed for political and
economic conditions as vastly different as those faced by the new ANC
government in South Africa, the Forza Italia centre-Left coalition and
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transitional economies like the Czech Republic and Hungary.
These concessions to the imperatives of the law of value in the world
market - 'we are powerless, there is no alternative' - has been met with a
mixture of rejoicing and submission. The leading neoliberal periodical,
The Economist, has exulted in the transformation so that today - without
even a hint of reflexive irony - the central political 'challenge is to help the
global capital market to become more effective in encouraging good
behaviour [by governments].'The 'shock therapy' strategy for integration
into the world economy is simply, as its foremost strategist Jeffrey Sachs
puts it, the most efficient means to gain the 'organizational methods and
financial capital needed to overcome the dismal economic legacy of the
past forty year^.'^
The Left has met these developments with far more resignation but with
the same sense of inevitability. A stalwart American liberal such as Robert
Reich baldly concludes that 'as almost every factor of production ... moves
effortlessly across borders, the very idea of an American economy is
becoming meaningles~."~
Fritz Scharpf, a leading strategist of the German
SDP, voices what is often convention on the Left that 'unlike the situation of
the first three postwar decades, there is now no economically plausible
Keynesian strategy that would permit the full realisation of social democratic
goals within a national context without violating the functional imperatives
of a capitalist economy.'" Social democracy must rethink its traditional
aspirations to accommodate the new imperatives of global capitalism to
maintain, at least, 'socialism in one class.' The only egalitarian policy that it
is possible to pursue in the context of internationally mobile capital - and
Scharpf is more ambitious than most - is one that redistributes income and
jobs among workers as 'growth rates are inadequate and because the distributive claims that capital is able to realize have in~reased."~
Yet, to make any sense of these formulations, a further set of premises
must be held. The present geographical expansion of accumulation must6e
seen, for instance, as an irreversible process that reflects economic
dynamism and stability supplanting instability and crisis. It must be argued
additionally that any specific constraints to economic stability can b
overcome by policies that further expand global market opportunities.
Neoliberals argue for free trade and the deregulation of labour markets as
the means to surpass the constraint of limited markets; social democrats
opt for policies to train an insufficiently skilled workforce to overcome
market constraints on labour adjustment. Within these confines economic
policy disputes do indeed go 'beyond Left and Right,' as Anthony Giddens
phrases it; they are limited to the issue of which specific constraint should
be acted upon and the relative speed of flexible adjustment of market
processes.14 But no one disputes that flexible adjustment of markets will
eventually occur to allow the harvest of globalisation to be reaped.
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A final premise is that capitalist globalisation represents a historically
progressive development such that traditional socialist economic objectives, on grounds of political necessity and economic soundness, must be
rejected as hopelessly flawed. There is no political need for the Left to put
forward policies that encroach upon capitalist social property relations
beyond that of a 'stakeholders' capitalism.'15 Indeed, the principal struggle
for socialists today, as writers from as diverse methodological backgrounds
as Andrew Gamble and John Roemer have advised, should be limited to
the Pareto-optimal distribution of 'ownership rights' between workers and
capitalists in internationally competitive enterprises.'"
There is good reason, however, to at least qualify, perhaps even to reject,
each of these premises about internationalisation. This essay will, first,
briefly recall the instabilities that still reside at the centre of the world
economy and the limitations of neoliberal adjustment measures. It will
then question the claims made by social democratic economic policy
advocates that only specific constraints need to be overcome to re-establish
stability, concluding that Miliband's first proposition on the obstacles that
capitalism poses as a system cannot be relinquished. Finally, an outline of
emerging alternative principles for socialist economic policy to confront
these obstacles and constraints will be presented. Rather than a world
economy being a new opportunity, contemporary internationalisation of
markets is a contradictory 'space of flows' between the 'spaces of places
of production' that are constituted by the specific territorially-embedded
conflictual social property relations of capitalism.17 The economic
programme of the Left cannot, following Miliband's second proposition,
put to the side questions of market disengagement and the democratic
organisational forms that will permit the transition to a more fundamentally egalitarian and co-operative economy.
I. Neoliberalism and Imbalances in the World Economy
The neoliberal claim that market exchanges always tend to arrive at
equilibrium depends upon a number of highly abstract assumptions; it is
embedded in deductive models which, however rigorous, are set outside of
concrete time and space. The neoliberal position begins from the proposition that overcoming the constraint of limited markets is central to
resolving unemployment and trade imbalances. Capitalism is an economic
system best understood as a process of free individual exchange operating
in competitive markets. According to individual behavioural preferences,
individual economic agents save, innovate and form firms to purchase
labour; others prefer leisure, consumption and sell to their labour. In accord
with the famous law of Say, all demand is effective demand; and if prices
are not constrained flexible adjustment in competitive markets will ensure
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that all needs are satisfied and all markets clear. Unemployment is the
'mutual' and 'voluntary' product of limitations of local labour market
flexibility and the global competitiveness of firms. The role of trade in
expanding market opportunities and reallocating resources on the basis of
Ricardian comparative advantage - that is, specialization in production
where relative cost advantage is highest produces shared output gains for
trading nations - depends on free trade in commodities and financial liberalisation to ensure that 'savings are directed to the most productive
investments without regard for national boundarie~."~
Globalisation is, in
other words, capitalism surpassing the limited market constraint on the
division of labour: it is a market of expanding opportunities.
There are many angles from which to address strong objections to this
idealised view of market processes always balancing. An une-ed
workeraw'- '
lower real wage,
-for e ~ a ~ m p ~ ~ a ~ e s ~ n o ~ ~
lead_taaobfiffe,r - at least not w i t t r e s t a n _ e - f r o m existing-employees
- whosejobs he.m.ay take away or whose wages may be cut. From the firm's
perspective, given 3Ke 'In~mpte~eness'of~matk~~iif6r~ation,
a low wage
offer often-signals low_er labour q w l i _ ~ ~ ~ a n d ~ f i a"less
e n c e employable
i c the
e S real w 6 f i d m k ~ ~ E o U r S the
T,
candidate. ~ u c l i - l z i c ~ f l e ~ b l e " p i in
traditional Keynesian argument th&dec~e~~i~1p.aI1w_ages
in rigid labour
markets
---not onlyfails<o
increase employment, but it a l s o w e m i i $ u t
of the system causing a l f i i i f ~ ~ r ~ i ~ T T i e j o bThis
l e s sis. not to say that
wage-cutting does not occur as unemployme-ntlevelsrise, but that quantity
adjustments are as important as price movements so that market-clearing is
unlikely to be smooth and instabilities may be compounded. The tren
claimed to have caused the real wage rigidity of the 1970s - demographic
bulge, welfare and unemployment insurance rates, trade unionization - have
been reversed and inflation has fallen to some of its lowest levels in over
half a century but OECD area unemployed reserves remain high and
_ c m : As David ~ o r d o n - & d T y ' n b f e m accurate
e
-am
a
'rising natural rate of unemployment' with no acceptable neoliberal explanation, except the preposterous notion of an exogenous shift in the
preference functions of individuals toward more unempl~yment.'~
The existence of unemployment, whether from wage rigidities or information asymmetries, poses a serious problem for free trade policy. For
comparative advantage to hold each country is assumed to have full
employment and to be producing on their production possibility frontier,
that factors of production are completely mobile internally and subject to
perfect competition, that monetary fluctuations do not occur and trade is
balanced. None of these, of course, are real world assumptions. Predictions
from free trade theory, such as output and employment smoothly expanding
in new export sectors, or no country consistently running surpluses or
deficits, have only the most brittle historical foundation: they are only asser-
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tions that in the long run it will all work out.20The case for protectionism,
or at least for the regulation of trade, is on stronger theoretical grounds
purely in terms of employment considerations alone. Even granting all the
assumptions necessary for static gains from trade, trade balance depends
upon processes of adjustment occurring in actual societies and through
history: work~e_very-whereem~~ha~eJhe
cagacity to raise wa e
tes
qf technical~pmgress~must
e q--u a l r s , e e o v e ~ t i m e 2 r ~ ~ s E ~ c ~
and~trade-_s_u~lus_wil~,bec~m~~~u_m$~~~v_e~
raising structural trade imbalances and problems of employment in deficit countries. The deficit country
with strong trade unions and high money wages will be forced to adjust, but
not the surplus country with weak unions and low wages. It is always
difficult to impose appreciation or expenditure increases on surplus
countries, as the US.-Japan trade rivalry over the last decade indicates.
There is instead a tendency for competing countries to match devaluation
and austerity to avoid large losses. Indeed, this becomes an imperative as
economies become more open. In other words, trade liberalisation,
especially in a climate of uncertainty and unemployment, tends to
reproduce the same effects as protection: everybody attempts to export
unemployment but now through competitive austerity which limits
domestic demand for imports and improves the price of exports.
While international exchanges have grown tremendously, vastly
outstripping the growth of the real economy, the argument that global
markets 'provide healthy discipline which in the long term will encourage
better economic policies and performan~e'~'
cannot be sustained in the face
of growing evidence of unevenness and instability rather than equalization
and equilibration. Economic openness as measured by dependence on
exports has increased from under 30 per cent in 1950 to almost 40 per cent
by 1994 in the six largest OECD countries, with trade volumes in the U.S.
alone doubling since the early 1970s. Structural trade imbalances have
become a key feature of the world economy. The Third World debt crisis
remains unresolved: total debt levels have continued to rise, and debt
servicing in terms of GDP remains where it was when the debt crisis began
in the early 1980s. As important for global imbalances, the structural
current account deficit that the U.S. has been running since the early 1980s
has made it the largest debtor in history. In contrast, Asia and Japan in
particular have been running current surpluses. The clearest measure of the
problem is that financial flows, in all forms increasing exponentially over
and above trade volumes, have assumed ever greater salience in any calculation of global economic activity. International banking, for example, at
the peak of the boom in the 1960s accounted at about 1 per cent of GDP of
market economies while it now measures more than 20 per cent. Foreign
exchange transactions are exceeding $1 trillion U.S. daily reflecting an
explosion in speculation in global equity, bond and currency markets.
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Financial movements of this order are completely out of any rational
balance when trade volumes are only $3.5 trillion yearly. These trends
certainly indicate a growth in interdependence of production zones throug
economic flows, but as much as a symptom of disarray, instability an
stagnation as of dynamism.
As the economic crisis develowd from the 1970s into the 1980s. the
advanced capitalist countries iurned to policies of disinflatibn.22
International trade became a competitive battle for market share and unit
labour costs in a futile effort to maintain domestic employment. The
mounting trade deficits of many countries - which floatingkxchange rates
were promised to stabilize but failed miserably - were added to fiscal
deficits arising from slow growth. As Paul Sweezy has argued, t
financing of these deficits meant that international credit markets boomed
but increasingly apart, and often directly at odds, from developments in the
real e c ~ n o m yYet
. ~ rather than stabilize aggregate demand or the external
sector, by the mid-80s_allJhe advanced countries, had-begun-to *adopt
sypplyside-@ices--l..-of
. . cutting'wages
.
a n d _ w e l f a ~adding
~
competitive
d
countries went through a
capacity and financ~alliberalizazon. ~ G r World
similar process of structural adjustment as import-substitution industrialization policies were abandoned for export ones to pay off credits. In other
words, 911 countries were putting
__-___
more
..I---_..l.-____l.~-.resources i n k t-h..--e
whilamtbi.agdornest~c~mand.
,.._....~.~_I_.-..n
,..._.--... rhis could only increase voxfnity in the
Gternational market and the capacity of interdependent financial markets
to transfer swiftly any economic instability across the world economy. In
the 1990s most &tin American and ~ f r i c a neconomies continue to be
extremely depressed. All economies in Eastern Europe remain well below
the pre-shock therapy output peaks of the 1980s. Stagnant growth and
wage depression encompass all the advanced countries, including Northern
Europe and Japan. Yet even more resources are being redeployed to the
external sector at the same time as austerity policies dominate corporate
wage-setting and government economic strategies.
We should be extremely careful to avoid attempting to explain every
recent turn - from the collapse of state plans in India to unemployment
protests in Paris to the defeat of a universal health plan in the U.S. - in
terms of the forces of globalisation. It is difficult not to record, however.
that a stable alternative for capitalist expansion is far from being achieved.
Yet the imperatives of the world economy compel that this unstable process
be kept going. Nobody is willing to break fanks first, which is-understandable in light of the sanctions that would be viciously meted out by
global markets. But this is not warrant to engage in the pretence that imbalances are being overcome, that neoliberal policies are theoretically
coherent, that globalisation is irreversible or that labour market adjustment
is producing socially just outcomes.
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11. Open-Economy Social Democracy
The problems associated with market adjustment to imbalances of trade or
unemployment have a lot to do with the fact that economic processes occur
in real historical time rather than the timeless space of neoliberal
equilibrium models. In discussing the future of the international payments
system after the war, Keynes charged that 'to suppose that there exists
some smoothly functioning automatic mechanism of adjustment that
preserves equilibrium if only we trust to methods of laissez-fare is a doctrinaire delusion which disregards the lessons of historical experience
without having behind it the support of sound theory.'24In the real world,
capitalist techniques and workers' wage demands do not alter instantly
with excess labour supply; currency devaluation does not necessarily
produce expenditure-switching to domestic industry or export demand: in
the Keynesian view, relative price adjustments to restore equilibrium take
time to work themselves out in a world of uncertainty.
According to social democratic economic policy, the temporal
rocesses of adjustment signify that the market needs to be governed by
anaging the specific constraints impeding capitalism from reaching the
ull employment volumes of output that is to the benefit of all, capitalists
and
This is the central - and ultimately conservative - message
of Keynes' General Theory: 'if effective demand is deficient, not only is
the public scandal of wasted resources intolerable, but the individual enterpriser who seeks to bring these resources into action is operating with the
odds loaded against him.'2Vn the postwar period this meant that capitalists
had to support a 'national bargain' over taxes and investment, and workers
had to endorse public consumption and to set nominal wages so as to
control inflation to maintain external balance and a positive sum game of
high profits, high employment and rising income^.^ Within the capitalist
bloc, the Bretton Woods system emphasis on national adjustment helped,
as did the low trade volumes and partial controls over capital mobility left
over from the era of depression and war. Temporary import controls, wage
restraint through incomes policies or realignment of pegged currencies was
enough to restore adequate payments balance. It was thought - in perhaps
the most egregious of bourgeois modernism's faith in progress through
quantity - that with the release of the constraint on demand growth could
be endless (and that planetary ecology could take care of itself). The distributional relations necessary for high employment, however, have not been
so easily found since the 1970s. Slow growth and declining productivity
has meant that capitalists have been less willing to accept the old
Keynesian 'national bargain' between the social classes. In order to restore
profits, high unemployment rather than incomes policy has kept wage
claims in check. Internationalization of production, too, has strengthened
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the leverage of capitalists to bargain wage restraint and rollbacks with
unions, especially as the various GATT rounds lowered trade tariffs, and
low wage production zones such as Korea and Brazil gained technological
capacity and foreign investment. All this added to the competitive export
pressures already internal to the advanced capitalist bloc. The social
democratic experience of Sweden is telling: although developing the
foremost 'social market' and raising its relative competitive position,
Sweden has had an 'employer offensive' for over a decade to lower real
wages, cut taxes and allow unemployment to rise. Direct investment by
Swedish capitalists abroad has increased from below 1 per cent of GDP in
1982 to above 6 per cent by 1990, and it continues to rise." Andrew Glyn
now notes that 'Sweden has joined the rush towards stabilisation and
explicit anti-egalitarianism as the route to economic recovery.'29Nowhere
does the old social democratic positive-sum national compron?ise within a
constraint-freed capitalism still hold.
As a consequence, the social democratic 'rethink' of economic policy for
an alternative to neoliberalism has had to address the three options that must
confront all Left economic policy. First, an attempt could be made to c~urit&-;~~
internationalisation by controlling capital mobility, by protecting domestic
producers and employment through controls over the traded sector and by I
building alternative planning mechanisms all the way from the local to the
international spheres. Second, national stabilisation policies could try to
maintain the welfare state, establish a competitive exchange rate to insulate
domestic compromises and redistribute a more slowly growing output and
income so as to keep unemployment down (although in consequence likely
allowing national competitiveness to fall relative to less egalitarian countries
willing to lower unit labour costs more directly). Finally, the challenge of the
world market could be met head-on by attempting to raise national competitiveness relative to competitors through improving workplace productivity
by involving highly-skilled workers, by adopting new production techniques 1
and by developing new products for export.
The first option is closest to traditional socialist orientations (although
it could vary tremendously in methods and ends) and would entail
confronting the disembedded processes of the world market. It would, no
doubt, alarm domestic and foreign capitalists, the consequences of which
in a global market could be massively disruptive for individual states
accepting the challenge. In the eyes of social democratic policy-makers (at
least since the defeat of the Left inside social democratic parties in the
early 1980s), this has never really been an option. Social democratic policy
had already come to accept internationalisation of economic flows over the
postwar period and this has been a parameter that social democratic leaders
have not wanted to breach, above all because they know that capitalists
would actively oppose it. The second strategy is closest to postwar social
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democracy, and it once was plausible for countries with large and
solidaristic unions. But such 'shared austerity' is entirely defensive in
posture and increasingly difficult to sustain as external pressures increase
and relative economic decline takes hold. There is, in any respect, little
fondness any longer amongst capitalists for such a strategy as it keeps in
check their market power relative to workers and closes off the option of
higher unemployment for external competitiveness. The third option of
forming an 'open-economy social democracy' amounts to a more offensive
strategy, which, through the promises of increased productivity and output,
would possibly re-found the positive-sum compromise between the social
c l a s ~ e s This
? ~ strategy has special appeal because it suggests that there is
something 'activist' social democratic governments can do to protect the
'national interest.' If markets are imperfect historical processes, labour
adjustment, trade flows and international specialization cannot be left to
the working out of comparative advantage through free trade: states can
and must help 'shape advantage' to improve labour market performance,
trade balance and competiti~eness.~'
Some workers and some capitalists
might, under the right conditions, even favour this third strategy of
launching a 'stakeholders' capitalism.'
The case for a social democratic economic policy of national competitiveness has, moreover, a basis in the theoretical critique being advanced
against the pure Ricardian trade theory of neoliberalism. One aspect comes
from within the confines of general equilibrium theory itself.32That is, if
imperfect competition and economies of scale are introduced into international trade models, then 'extra profit' can be gained for exporting
industries as price will exceed marginal cost. In these cases, it cannot be
ruled out that state intervention into industry may improve national
economic welfare and domestic output. In industries with technological
spillovers to other sectors or that may earn technological rents by
protecting their initial product development the case is even somewhat
stronger. New industries, for example, often require protection before they
can face import competition. Historical precedence and increasing returns
to scale can 'lock-in' market share before rivals gain a chance to develop.
In this way, the technically superior BETA recorders lost out in the
capitalist marketplace to the less capable VHS in the early 1980s. The
earlier QWERTY typewriter case and the massive aerospace complex
around Seattle are other oft-cited examples. It is possible, in other words,
to have a 'strategic trade policy' to get new products developed and into
markets as quickly as possible to maximize the profit-shift between
countries. Thus even within general equilibrium theory states can
'logically' adopt protective tariffs and industrial policies that depart from
free markets and comparative advantage: the ideologically contentious
question is whether or not they are politically successful in choosing indus-
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trial winners." For liberals, like Paul Krugman, the answer is no and the
case for free trade stand^.'^ For social democrats, like Robert Kuttner, the
answer is yes and the German and East Asian experiences suggest an alternative app'oach.35
The social democratic case for shaped advantage can be bolstered once
the general equilibrium model of individual agent market exchanges is let
go, and alliances of competing states and firms are explicitly allowed to
shape the 'path-dependency' of economic outcomes. That is, 'history
matters' to economics. If the income elasticities of various commodities
diverge through time, for example, as the early dependency theory critique
of Raul Prebisch argued for primary commodities relative to manufactured
goods, price divergence and growth polarisation may well occur.36 For
e c l i n h commodities,
- trade of d ---countries locked into the production-and
initial c o m ~ t i t i v eadvar~tage-6C&rnes..anobstacle -ts-futare-campetitive
viability. Shaped advantage can also be invoked to explain something about
more general processes of economic decline and ascendancy that has historically shifted the places of states in the world economic hierarchy. Countries
losing technological capacity, it is argued, can suffer the economic misfortunes vividly depicted by Britain's fall in world standing. In this case, every
attempt at demand expansion by a 'weak' country to raise output 'to catchup' ends in an economic policy 'stop' to avert a looming balance of
- - -.--of s t o e
payments crisis as high demand sucks in imports. A vicious cycle
go keeps___investment in&eck over the_histo_ri&Jo_ng3un&use sustained
But depreciation does not correct
high investment requires stab1e'~~owth.
t h e underlying productivity differences and thus the reason for the imbalances. As a result, competitiveness increasingly comes,to d e ~ e n dupon low
cost production or continual competitive dmluatims'as- new technical
capacity is blocked from being built. In contrast, technologically ascendant
cotnpetitors can continue to keep investment high in new techniques as this
only adds to output capacity thereby enhancing the payments position and
competitive advantage over the long-run.
This conception of 'cumulative causation', in which trade volumes and
export and import propensities impact upon aggregate demand,
unemployment and competitiveness, becomes more critical the more that
states have large open sectors?' Competitive performance holds the
potential for competitive advantage (or disadvantage) and higher levels of
employment (or unemployment). In a liberaliged world trading system, the
competitive pressures to achieve advantage intensify as teaTiZWdevelopment and product s ~ ~ ~ g ~ . i ~ a s p E a ~ ~ ~ - ~ of
o ~ n t
inii-nnovsatignn,
of 'atching-up:,-'forging-ahhead'andLfalkng
behind'. The implications of this point - so central to the programmatic
desigriiT-of national competitiveness and the project of 'stakeholders'
capitalism' - need to be underlined. In this view,-trade occurs not based on
- -
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'differential endowments' of the factors of production, but rather on the
basis of 'country-specific conditionqf techcal
Ie_armnd
a c c u m u l a t i o n ~ ~define
~ n national
~ t
(or r s n a l ) competiii%iTk%rSn be summarised as the input eficiencies~derived,fromproduct
quality, workplace 'trust' between workerS%i"d.employers, 'leaming-bydoing' and researc;h.effort, As technological change is a continual process
of buTding- up. technical skills capacity and entrepreneurship, a
'Schumpeterian technological dynamism' needs to be nourished as an
overarching societal policy 0bjective.9~In open economies, therefore,
economic growth and unemployment levels are increasingly dependent
upon world market share and export capacity derived from relative competitive advantage in the world hierarchy of competing nations. The social
democratic redistributional agenda of the 'mixed economy' is thus
succeeded by the 'mixed enterprise economy' of 'stakeholders' capitalism'
that is at the core of open-economy social democracy. It is also what lies
behind the conclusion, stated here by the British centre-Left Institute for
Public Policy Research but held across social democratic parties, that
'globalisation offers more opportunities
than threats for British business,
..
people and government.'"
There are several competing social democratic positions - though to
some extent they complement each other - on how shaped advantage can
be supplemented to meet also the internal balance of employment (while
keep& unit labour costs competitive for external balance). The
'progressive competitiveness' strategy, most closely allied to the views of
shaped advantage, emphasises the demand-side external constraint
by internationalisation. Social democratic employment policy
should, therefore, concern itself with the growth of productive capacities
(or effective supply) so as to keep unit labour costs
.
low b~roductivity
gain~-rat_her_~_than,_~ow~~~~s.
Product~vecapacities are, according to
wolfgang Streeck, productivity-enhancing collective goods such as
t r a ~ i n g 2 ~ s ~ r ~ h ~ 1 - 1 1 ~ , 4 , 4 d _ workplace
e ~ 1 ~ , _ m trust
, e ~ ~that
d encourage
flexible adjustment of production and labour supply to externally set
demand co~~ditions.~~
he problem, however, is that the market fails to
provide an adequate supply of these collective goods and creates needless
conflicts over the need for joint governance between capital and labour in
their production. Yet, in fact, they form the national basis of competi, tiveness in high-waged high value-added economies. Training policies
should, therefore, be the central component of a jobs and welfare strategy,
! while relationships of 'trust' and co-operation should be fostered within
enterprises through works councils and other forms of 'associative
democracy.' A strategy of effective supply can contribute, Joel Rogers and
Streeck insist, to the 'restoration of competitiveness in western capitalism
.. . [and] can establish a new bargain between equity and effi~ien6~.'"
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Another variant of the social democratic strategv is that of 'shared
austerity.' It stresses that the internal constraint of distribution relations is
critical. Incomes policy has a role to play in spreading work through wage
restraint and keeping unit labour costs down for exports. For Andrea
Boltho, the highly centralized collective bargaining institutions of the
corporatist countries 'lead to a much greater responsiveness of real wages
to unfavourable shocks . . . [lessening] their destructive effect on
~nemployment.'~~
Thus the control of inflation for export position falls on
corporatist labour market institutions. These institutions also provide the
basis, according to Andrew Glyn, for the solidaristic income and tax
policies that allow 'employment-spreading' of capitalist sector work and
income and the financing of public sector employment. 'In a context of
weak private demand and slow productivity growth, maintaining full
employment required severe restraint on workers' pay and consumption to
keip exports competitive, investment profitable-and the budget under
control. Where social democracy was capable of mobilizing such support,
full employment was sustainable.' Glyn argues that in today's world the
key issue is not economic openness, but rather the need to re-establish
these mechanisms 'for regulating conflicting claims over distribution and
contr01."'~But given that the key distributional compromise today excludes
the capitalist class, high employment depends upon the collective capacity
of trade unions (supported
by social democratic parties) to impose restraint
..
on their members - ' s h s d ~ s t e r i t yin me-'.
A third position, the 'international Keynesian' perspective, maintains
that removing the demand constraint of an open-economy simply requires
the political will to r e - e s t a b l i s h ~ a ~ ~ o _ n _ a ~ _ ~ & ~ ~ e _ ~ a _ t _ f h ~ s u
level where leakage-~Texportsand capital outflows would be irrelevant
ahd where competitive tirms could realize the additional output through
exports. This was the view some on the Labour Left arrived at in the
aftermath of the Mitterand 'U-turn' in France in the early 1980~."~
As
bluntly stated recently by David Held: 'government economic policy must
to a large degree be compatible with the regional and global movements of
capital, unless a national government wishes to risk serious dislocation
between its policy objectives and the flows of the wider international
economy.'46International co-ordination of economic policy is, therefore,
required to re-establish the basis for adequate effective demand conditions
for higher growth and lower unemployment that are now beyond the
capacity of any single state. A 'cosmopolitan democracy' imposed on
global governance structures, of the kind favoured by Held, would be one
means to legitimate
the rules of international economic co-ordination.
"
All these views avoid the neoliberal illusions that free trade and deregulation of labour markets will resolve trade and employment balances.
There is an understanding here of the processes of cumulative causation, of
w.
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the interaction between internal and external imbalances, of actual contemporary trade patterns and the comparative cost advantage of various
competitive capitals, the differentiation of development amongst regions,
and of the variable means by which employment may be spread.
Unfortunately (but all too common among progressive economists), as Leo
Panitch has pointed out, there is little analysis of why social democratic
The
governments have instead gone so far to accommodate neoliberali~m.~'
answer may lie, as he suggests, in the inadequacy of the strategy of shaped
advantage. For the fact is that it fails to adequately account for the mechanisms behind the constraints on governments and thus the obstacles
capitalism poses to stabilizing the imbalances resident in the world market.
First, let us consider the treatment of the growing reserve army of
unemployed." Unemployment is regarded as the result of the rate of
accumulation generated by competitive capacity and demand conditions.
Employment must then be a constant coefficient of average labour required
per unit of output. Shaped advantage to improve competitive capacity,
however, will lower this coefficient through labour-saving technological
change (the basic form of technical change within capitalism). If workhours and employment ratios are left constant despite technical advance,
there must be an increase in total income and total e m p l y - n c e a u r s
demanded
-,---to co~ensateefp-r~h~abo~~;sayi~ngpe~~~.~tto~o~tp~tt
unemployment wig i n c ~ s e This
.
'knife-edge' balance was difficult to
m % ~ ~ f ~ n " ~ n ~ o n dofithe
t i 'golden
o n s age.'4y But when the strategy
must be implemented in our actual historical time and with the expectation
that external trade will increase relative to domestic output, it becomes
fanciful to imagine that this balance can be achieved.
Indeed, growth in trade will need to exceed the growth rate of output,
which must itself exceed the combined growth rates of productivity and
employment to absorb the many forms of the reserves of unemployed.
Moreover, as technological change continues through time (notably in the
traded goods sector whose advantage is being shaped), the growth of trade
must continue at an accelerating rate to generate a given volume of
employment and hours of work. In a stable world economy with a coordinated international macroeconomic policy it is extremely dubious that
this would all work out; in a capitalism that generates differentiated
competitive capacities and that is exhibiting the trade asymmetries and
currency instability that exist today, it is quite impossible to envision.
Shaped trade advantage to improve external competitiveness in the hope
that trade growth will overcome internal obstacles to high employment is
no substitute for national and local employment policies to constrain the
capitalist markeLS0
Apart from the issue of unemployment, a second fundamental problem
is an equally questionable presumption that shaped advantage offers a
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solution to the external imbalances that derive from the uneven development of competitive capacities within capitalism. Indeed, the reliance on
market adjustment may well compound global external imbalances by the
competitive imperatives of shaped advantage in the present world configuration. Let us further consider the obstacles capitalism presents just on the
basis of developing the theme of uneven competitive capacities as it relates
to individual country strategies. At the conceptual level, a trade surplus
presupposes unit labour costs and hence export prices that are internationally competitive. Countries of successful export-led growth can sustain
high investment without fear of a balance of payments crisis. The trade
su$us is expected, moreover, to have positive-effectson national income
and employment. If the profit from full capacity utilization is reinvested in
new technological capacity, and exchange rates do a poor job of equilibriating trade balance through appreciation, then economic growth and
competitiveness will be maintained through decline in unit labour costs
from productivity advance in surplus countries?' The point is,
that the opposite will be the case for deficit countries which will have
listless investment and faltering technological capacity. This seems to i
explain in good part the consistency of countries in structural current [
account deficit and declining competitive capacity such as Britain and the
U.S., in relation to countries such as Germany and Japan that have been j
relatively in constant surplus. In other words, uneven development and (
trade imbalances can be expected to persist as one of the normal obstacles
capitalism presents to alignment of market-friendly development trajectorie~.~~
For individual technologically laggard countries, then, the problem is to
rupture the vicious circle of stagnation before it perpetuates chronic
relative decline or even the potential falling per capita incomes of absolute
peripheralization. The strategy of shaped advantage proposes to convert the
institutional structures and social relations that have fostered a particular
model of development over time into a new development model of national
(or regional) competitiveness. Strengthening competitive capacity will
require, for example, a shift in existing resources out of present usage (and
they may still be at maximum usage even if relatively uncompetitive) or
mobilisation of unused resources if unemployment exists or plant is laying
idle. This investment shift would, then, entail a 'collective' decision either
to lower wages, to reduce public consumption or to tax the financial and
productive sectors to raise capital. The investment in new capacity,
moreover. would have to be ~larinedand investment banks of considerable
size and dynamism established to push through the industrial policy
programme. All of this requires2great degree-__
of non-market
-_
__
co-ordination
and-politic_a~_mobilisa~ionnnnTThis.
raises-all -the well-known problems of
attempting to &aft an economic model (or set of technologies) from one
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institutional context to another: the existing social relations and geographies of production provide an enormous obstacle to mobilization in new
production sectors and work relation^.'^
This is what we can call the 'capitalist reformer's dilemma': market-led
processes will tend to reinforce the existing patterns that are judged to be
inadequate, but,s\atez!ed
projecLh-will
~".run...up again~t~embedd-ed
market
yet
power and institutional~sed"i;les,of~c~~o~dinati"~n~oF~e~~~nomi~~~p
requ5e theco-operation of the actors that command these resources. There
may thus be no co-operative political foundation for the project of shaped
advantage from the capitalist classes internal to declining societies or
within the capacities of the existing state apparatuses. The foundation may
be as weak on the workers' side: it will involve union leaderships in taking
on the corporatist agenda of external competitiveness at the expense of
traditional collective bargaining and social demands. If the strategy is
vigorously pursued to its final logic in national competitiveness, it is more
likely to split than unite workers in rising sectors from those in declining
sectors (over subsidies, adjustment policies, exchange rates) and those in
the private from the public sector (over competitive tax rates, comparable
There is, at the level of the structural logic
pay levels, ~ommodification).5~
of collective action, no 'common interest' in national competitiveness that
does not have to confront the institutionally and geographically embedded
social property relations of power. From the vantagepoint of the capitalist
reformer's dilemma, shaped advantage is simply infeasible.
The relative decline in competitive capacity in existing plant will,
therefore, tend to push these countries to put their wage structures into
competition to lower unit labour costs to resolve trade imbalances. As the
Anglo-American cases of the US., Britain and Canada have demonstrated
over the last decade, it is quite possible to restore relative competitive
capacity in certain sectors, oieven-across countries as a whole, on the basis
of devaluing labour and intensifying work-hours, although the damage to
the welfare of the working population may be enormous. Given the
potential basis for competitiveness in devalued wages, the ruling bloc may
quite logically - and quite consciously with Labour and Socialist Party
Governments as in New Zealand and Spain - prefer the option of raising
the rate of exploitation by undermining workers' rights and thus actively and not merely passively - oppose moving in the direction of industrial
planning. This strategy is not blind irrational logic which a better policy
mix would change, as social democratic theorists often claim, but an
accumulative lo&
" within the svstem itself.
Putting wages into competition and opposing policies of shaped
advantage may, moreover, be a quite logical response even in countries that
would appear to have the foremost institutionalised conditions for
opposing low wage strategies. Hypothetically, it is possible to envision
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external competitiveness being shaped on the foundation of the 'high institutional prerequisites' of a stakeholders' capitalism of shaped advantage
(although quite clearly not all countries can do so in an unregulated world
market). This conceptualisation would posit a 'world indifference curve'
between the external competitiveness of diverse (national) economic
models differentially internalising environmental costs and involving
highly-skilled workers.5sThe 'competitiveness indifference curve' depicts
a static equivalence from the standpoint of capitalists between the
strategies of environmental dumping and cheap flexible labour versus
environmental cost internalization and expensive skilled workers. On a
static basis alone it is quite unclear why capitalists would choose the latter
model except for a minority of workers in key production positions when
undertaking the former involves fewer costs. Nor does the flexible labour
model prevent firms from undergoing continual innovation in product and
technique (as the 'drive system' of exploitative work-hours applied to
American software engineers proves all too well).
The only way to avoid this conclusion is to fall back on technologically
determinist claims that the flexible specialisation of new technologies (or
that of Japanization or Kalmarianism) uniquely leads to skills upgrading
across the labour force.sh This is not an empirically or theoretically
plausible argument: capitalists in even technologically
_-----....lead-.
countries
are ju~,t_as~ljkely
to f o M S T P d E S ~ i - d E V X u -+.
~ n Q a_-____I-."-b o u rand limitinahe
skills upgrading of workers to as narrow a strat~m__a_s~~~fe~~ibl~e~-T
a"
foreclosure of the cTie2p t~ii'G~~~nTOcOh~~i~tiveness
depends upon
strong and mobilized unions actively opposing - rathe_r_thxco-operatingh
with - capitalists in -the pursuit. of- 7"fiaEGiial~dckpetitixeness.To accept
national compefitiveri~ssasStlieeoIi~ect~ve
of economic policy as proposed
by the policy of shaped advant~e~s~nf.a~t~o_nde_fin~f;!e~tructural
capacity of w o r k e-f s--~ p p o sPe ~ h e a p l a b o u r . ~ s
propose this, as7theyinevitably d o , ~ nthe very h i s uf n z f h m k a q a t i tiveness.And it is fo sacrifice the long-time egalitarian project of building
up workers' independent productive capabilities apart from the logic of the
capitalist enterprise. Capitalism provides a blockage to shaped advantage
producing egalitarian outcomes in technologically ascendant countries too.
Beyond the drawbacks at the level of individual countries, there are
even greater contradictions for social democratic economic policies of
shaped advantage at the level of the system as a whole. This third fundamental problem can be seen, first, by simply moving from one country to
a second trading partner whose only objective is maintaining payments
balance so as to avoid a deterioration in internal economic conditions. To
the extent that shaped advantage relies on export-led~owth~
at the expense
ofinternal demand, trading p-ve~r __-..---- - -.---- economle*7hile
--------the country shapinradvantage improves its competitive position. An
- --"-..-""
-"
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immediate problem arises: if the partner whose market is to be penetrated
responds with austerity or protectionism (or even the potentially more
disruptive shaped advantage policies of their own) to preserve their
payments position, any trade and employment gains are wiped
There
may be internal efficiency gains from industrial rationalisation, but how
they affect employment and output will be determined by both countries'
internal policies as the payments position will simply balance. Whatever
output and employment gains occur if overall trade volumes increase,
given payments in balance, depends upon an assessment of static gains
from trade against the loss of macroeconomic control from opening the
economy. The extent to which economies have gained from trade has
always been a historical minefield (given that trade shares and output gains
have a complex interaction and not a uniform correlation). The macroeconomic loss of control may be small initially but everyone except
neoliberals would concede that it can cumulatively build so as to be
damaging. Managed trade such as voluntary export restrictions provides a
partial solution to the problems arising between two trading partners
shaping advantage, although this is less generalisable to the international
economy as a whole. But trade controls of even this sort lead to a broader
range of planning than is implied by shaped advantage.
If the actions of a single trading partner encounters obstacles for shaped
advantage, a world of many - if not all - countries seeking to shape
advantage for national competitiveness poses enormous hurdles for social
democratic economic policy. There is a basic compositional fallacy of
aggregation underlying a strategy of shaping advantage for national
competitiveness: all countries cannot be export-oriented to solve their
individual employment imbalances. The world market as an opportunity to
increase output and employment may work if virtually no one else follows.
But the more countries that adopt a strategy of shaped advantage, the less
likely this is to be the case - in other words, a positive game for some can
become a negative-sum game for all. The reasoning is straightforward. For
individual country strategies, there is ever~&~~fi~i~e-f,o~~ati,o,na&mpeti t i v i G i G X ? v ~ ~ ~ - ~ - $ ~ a d -from _productivity-gains to
austerity even in techno1og?cally leading
countries as trade imbalances
_ u__s--.---persist. T e c h n o l o g ~ c a ~ ~compete
t on lower wages to X u c e
unit costs or face a deteriorating trade deficit (especially as surplus
: countries may not increase aggregate demand). The sluggish conditions for
the realisation of profits, while capacity to produce more output is
\increasing from productivity advance, makes it imperative that techno'logical leaders eventually follow or lose their surpluses and employment.
The pole of structural competitiveness will keep being pushed higher as
economic openness increases so that all regions - from Johannesburg to
Delhi to Manchester to Montreal - must keep up with the pace being set by
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productivity advance in Frankfurt and Tokyo and by low wage manufactures exporters in Shanghai and Nogales.
This is, more or less, the configuration that the world economy is now
locked into.5*The increased congruence and depth of business cycles since
the economic clampdown and oil crisis of 1971-73, particularly the
Volcker shock of 1981-82, the stock market deflation of 1987 and the
1991-2 U.S. Budget slowdown, illustrate the demand-side precariousness
that is now embedded and successively leaving unemployment at higher
levels over the cycle. Every time the U.S. moves to remedy its structural
imbalances by deflating or devaluating (which blocks export strategies
elsewhere), the rest of the capitalist countries must respond or face massive
upset (of which Japan, in its own way, is now a victim). But then it
bkcomks quite unclear - and no one has an answer to it - how the creditmoney being advanced to the U.S. will be paid for by eventual U.
payments surpluses. So the world economy moves sideways; and even the
technologically advanced countries with an explicit policy of shaping
advantage like Japan and Germany begin to feel the sting of 'competitive
austerity' through spreading informalisation and increased exploitation.
In countries with a more egalitarian policy legacy such as Sweden, the
'shared austerity' strategy of using incomes policies to spread work and
keep unit labour costs low will be increasingly invoked as traditional
competitive devaluations are now ruled out by capital mobility, responses
by trading partners and capitalists less willing to make national bargains
over income distribution. This strategy, however, might well worsen the
international demand problem too by reducing purchasing power and
throwing more exports into a world market less capable of absorbing them.
And this external impact will feed back through a neoliberal world to make
s ework
s
conditions and wages consistent
more 'advanced' ~ o ~ ~ r o m ion
with external competitiveness difficult to sustain (especially as competitive
devaluations become more difficult to undertake as increased openness
favours currency stability and capital outflows). Internally, in a world
hostile to alternate development models, employers will become increasingly opposed to centralised bargaining and more openly politicked to
But 'shared austerity in one class' will
break with the 'egalitarian m~del.'~'
also become politically unstable as it reaches the limit of the organisational
capacity of unions to continually demand restraint for national competitiveness, especially in a context where the class distribution of income is
becoming more unequaLW
The North American bloc of countries, in contrast, explicitly adopt a
strategy of devaluing labour and informalisati-th
- - -_ exploitation and r e l a w
high levels of-@ductivity, intenswe
_ - -resource
cheap labour: At tbem~ment,they are rewarded by climbing the ranks of
the world competitiveness charts, while peripheral economies that are

1
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severely indebted like Ghana, or that depend upon exploiting environmentally endangered resources like Newfoundland, eventually buckle and
collapse from the exhaustion of a never-ending competitive spiral. Thus
external competitiveness increasingly turns to those societies that combine
cheap labour with improving technological capacity and externalisation of
environmental costs. But even in Korea this does not appear to be enough.
In justifying the passage of repressive trade union laws that weaken job
security in secret session in the middle of the night, Korean President Kim
Young-Sam responded: 'The stark reality facing us today is that without
the labour reforms, workers will get neither the income nor jobs in the face
of cut-throat global economic competition.'61
There is still a fourth fundamental obstacle to shaped advantage
strategies if we add the real world condition of massive capital mobility.
Here the problem is more indirect but equally damaging to the assumption
that globalization is irreversible. Shaped advantage requires long-term
planning horizons and thus what social democrats like to call 'patient
capital'. Yet financial capital in a global market is increasingly driven by
short-term demands for profit and liquidity against risk. In contrast to the
wisdom of the financial press for investors, for borrowers international
diversification of financial portfolios makes any degree of risk (which
increases with the period of investment) and profit for a specific country
less acceptable as there are more options to combine less risk and more
profit. is will produce pressure toward a world interest rate the more that
net capital flows grow relative to trade balances and thus a reference rate
of return for capital advanced will be formed irrespective of specific conditions for accum~lation.~~
In purely static terms, then, global financial
markets pose an obstacle to industrial policy. If there is instability, this
increases risk and creates dynamic uncertainties which means that
financial capital will be even less willing to be tied to the long-term
investmentsnece~sar~
to increase capacity in export industries. Moreover,
speculative runs stemming from either systematic trade imbalances or
alternative political projects, such as with Mexico at the end of 1994 or
France in the early 1-980s,can rapidly destabilize any industrial plans.
___r____.
econ-thus
Capital mobility and floating exchange rates in a_ world
raise to a new lever thStd-kesiaX
$ r & r i m a f
of time
5 __--_
Jinaus'fi~XaiiZ~nancial
----capital. The 'Tobin Tax' proposals 'to
horizons__
th;ow sand into the wheels m a E a 1 capital' by a levy on international
capital transfers might slow some of these processes at the margin.63But it
neither can prevent new speculative instruments from emerging nor
address the source of the problem in the increasing autonomy of the
circuits of credit money from the real economy. We face a situation where
rentier interests increasingly determine national development models and
can veto alternatives through the currency convertibility of capital flight.
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The obstacles this poses to shaped advantage in fact makes the traditional
socialist argument that democratising financial capital and 're-embedding'
international financial flows are necessary conditions for political alternatives more economically sound and politically necessary than ever.
The internatiod Kevnesianism forwarded by some social democrats as
the means to regulate the imbalances of a global eco
eith
strG
what?' At the national and regional levels, it is already known from)
postwar experience that capital allocation for industrial plans requires
extensive constraints on capital mobility. More democratic international
iegitimaCy to the
institutions of themselves only imply a greater po-cal
global economlc space formed by internationalized capital movements.
Anjr other agenda p u r s u Z d ~ f f i e s eagencles w 5 T i l a 7 " e ~ ~ a ~ o m
the-consensis that-globalizaiion is irreversible and the capitalist market
essentially efficient that forms the basis for the social democratic policy of
shaped advantage.
Similarly, international Keynesianism must assume that world market
imbalances only stem from a specific problem of adequate demand. Yet
global demand stimulation to reduce unused capacity would likely only
compound the trade imbalances already evident in a situation of differentiated competitive capacity. It will do nothing to clear these imbalances.
Neither will it reverse unemployment in economically declining regionthat lack industrial capacities (or who have lost an earlier advantage in
natural resources, as with the competitive assault on the Atlantic fishery).@
Nor will it reverse the cheap labour strategies adopted in, say, southern
U.S. states like Alabama. Moreover, the capiJa~&t-mhe&ma.e~s to
necessary f o ~ i n t e _ m
compete. pre~ent-be,_~$~op$mti,on
How do you compel co-operation -ays
possible to do better in
terms of trade balance and employment by cheating, through import
restraints, cheap currency or austerity, before your competitor does? The
lack of symmetry in adjustment processes, uneven development and the
export fallacy of shaped advantage all raise capitalist obstacles that only
stronger forms of international co-ordination than mere international
reflation, or vague calls for democratic international governance, could
meet.
The key obstacles confronting the social democratic case for shaped
advantage stem from the differentiating processes produced by competitive
capitalists in a world market. The objective of equalisation of relative
~ o ~ ~ e t i t i v e n and
e s s output levels lies behind the project of national
competitiveness. But this objective runs up against the capitalist reformer's
dilemma. It is not the state that guides economic enterprises (even ones
with stakeholders' rights), allocates investment and, most plainly, controls
I
I
_
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balance of payments flows in a competitive world market. These all depend
upon the actions of profit-seekin
their particular interest with th
c a p i t a l i s ~ i n e x ~ e - t ~ ; t L ~ e ~in?
s - if ef n
SpewoXGierest
is defmed by the stze-in r5latY6nship to the structural attributes of the
various blocks of capital resident in the national formation and their
historical models of development. Canadian capitalists, for instance, have
favoured large capital inflows to prop up their domestic investment levels
and thus have typically not been preoccupied about the composition of
exports or a chronic current account deficit. British capitalists have
typically exported long-term capital and allowed a weak payments
situation to be covered by short-term borrowing (a process only modestly
shifted under Thatcherism). Each state has accommodated rather than
challenged the relative competitive weakness and economic decline that
these different processes have entailed. The balance of payments as a
constraint of competitive capacity (as registered in the flow of accounts) is
always relative to particular class strategies and the institutional arrangements and economic structures that are inscribed in these strategies. The
embedded social relations stand in the way of all attempts by individual
states to import models of national competitiveness developed through
different historical processes and class relations.
The strategy of shaped advantage suggests all economic actors can
adopt outward-oriented trade and industrial strategies while ignoring the
contradictions that such actions pose for capitalism as a whole. Some
advocates of shaped advantage, such as Robert Kuttner and Susan Strange,
have argued for managed trade to maintain balance between states to avoid
generating competitive a ~ s t e r i t yBut
. ~ ~ trade management only makes the
case that the capitalist obstacles which prompt a strategy of shaped
advantage can not really be resolved by it: they require international
regimes
thatllan trade and control capital mobility. What is altogether
----, contestable, however, IS an open-economy social democracy that begins
from the premise that 'states are not like markets: they are communities of
f a g - u e together actors who share certain common interests in the
-.I-or f -a i m of their national econ~mies.'~Such tenuous arguments
success
as Hirst and-~hom~son advance can hardlv be said to constitute an
adequate defence of the notion that the world market constitutes an opportunity for social development that is historically progressive so as to make
socialist economic policies inappropriate and irrelevant. But even the
strongest case for social democratic economic policy for national competitiveness must rest on indefensible assumptions that globalisation is
irreversible, that market imperatives require the global economy be
maintained as it is, and that, even if the planet is ravaged by endless
economic growth, there is no other way to sustain employment.
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111. Socialist Alternatives and Diversity of Development
Capitalist economic policy is usually narrowed to the choice-theoretic
definition of the most efficient use of scarce resources as determined by
self-interested individual agents. Socialist economic policy may be defined
as the development of democratic capacities for control of the transformation of economic structures towards egalitarian ecologicallysustainable reproduction. In capitalist economies, this is primarily the
issue of market disengagement and control strategies. In socialist
economies, this is the issues of democratic planning and economic coordination. The internationalization of capitalist economies no doubt
accentuates the imperatives of the market, placing limits on socialist
economic policy. Yet the only thing that obliges us to conclude that there
is no alternative to the pursuit of international competitiveness is the a
priori (and unexamined) assumption that existing social property relations
- and hence the structural political power sustained by these relations - are
~acrosanct.~'
Even The Economist seems to concede the point. They admit
that the 'powerless state' in the global economy is a 'myth' in that governments have 'about as many economic powers as they ever had.'@ It is in this
sense that the notion that the nation-state acted as an institutional container
of social power and regulator of economic activity before globalisation,
and that it is no longer capable of doing so today, is fundamentally
misleading. The processes of world market formation together with the
'international constitutionalism of neoliberalism has taken place through
the agency of states.'"
This does not mean that the imperatives of competition in a world
market have not lessened the autonomous agency of individual capitalists
or states. The NAFTA, Maastricht, and the WTO agreements all have
restricted the capacity of nation-states (or regions) to follow their own
national (or local) development models. It does mean, however, that the
limits on state policy are to a significant extent self-imposed. The world
market certainly places limits on state policy, but there is no obligation to
accept these imperatives.'O If we are prepared to question the social
property and power relations of capitalism that impose world market
imperatives - a proposition that should lie at the centre of socialist
economic policy - the scope for state action and the range of alternatives
increases.
Globalisation has to be considered not just as an economic regime but
as a system of social relations, rooted in the specifically capitalist form of
social power, which is concentrated in private capital and the nation-state.71
Globalisation basically means that the market - now the world 'space of
flows' or exchanges - has become increasingly universal as an economic
regulator. As the scope of the market widens, the scope of democratic
power narrows: whatever is controlled by the market is not subject to
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democratic accountability. The more universal the market becomes as an
economic regulator, the more democracy is confined to certain purely
'formal' rights, at best the right to elect the political ruling class. And this
right becomes less and less important, as the political disrepute of parliaments testifies, as the domain of political action is taken over by market
imperatives. So the more internationalised capitalism becomes, the less
possible it is for socialists just to tinker with economic policies to improve
equity or firm-level competitiveness. The more internationalised the
economy the less possible it is for socialist economic policy to avoid
political contestation over the social property relations of capitalism.
An alternative to globalisation, then, is as much a question of
democracy in opposition to the imperatives of the market as it is of
alternate development models. The opposite to globalisation is democracy,
not only in the crucial sense of civil liberties and the right to vote, but also
in the no less crucial sense of the capacity to debate collectively as social
equals about societal organisation and production, and to develop selfmanagement capacities in workplaces and communities. Democracy in this
sense is both a form of political organisation and an alternative to the
market as an economic regulat~r.'~
The geographic expansion of production prompts, then, challenging
questions for socialists about the spaces and scales for both economic
activity and democracy. (I say for socialists, but it is hard to conceive how
anyone genuinely committed to democracy can seriously avoid these
questions.) The alternative logic to the imperatives of a global capitalist
market suggests a dual, and somewhat paradoxical, strategy: expanding the
scale of democracy while reducing the scale of prod~ction.~
Expanding the
scale of democracy certainly entails changing the governance and policy
structures of international agencies and fora, but also of extending the basis
for democratic administration and self-management nationally and locally.
Let us be clear here. Expanding the scale of democracy along these dimensions in any meaningful sense will entail a challenge to the social property
relations of capitalism. To make collective decisions implies some democratic capacity, backed by the coercive sanctions of the state, to direct
capital allocation and thus to establish control over the economic surplus.
The point is to enhance, with material supports, the capacities of democratic movements (which will vary tremendously according to the class
relations and struggles in specific places), at every level, from local organizations to communities up to the nation-state and beyond, to challenge the
power of capital.
Reducing the scale of production means shifting towards more inwardoriented economic strategies, but also forming new economic relations of
co-operation and control internationally. The logic of the capitalist market
creates a need for large-scale production, an obsession with quantity and
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size, to which all other considerations - of quality, of social need, of bioregionalism, of negative externalities, of local democracy - are
subordinated. The general objective of socialist policy should be to devalue
scale of production as the central economic objective by putting other
social considerations before quantity and size. Of course, the massive
material inequalities between nations mean that the general principle of
reducing the scale of production will vary between developed and developing countries.74Certain major industrial sectors necessary to produce
adequate levels of welfare will obviously need to be put in place. Scale
economies will also be important in some sectors to achieve the most
efficient plant size in terms of reducing inputs and environmentally
damaging outputs. But the reduction of scale should remain the general
guiding principle, in keeping with the socialist conviction that production
should above all meet basic needs, foster self-management capacities and
adopt more labour-intensive techniques when capital-intensive ones, like
clear-cut foresting or chemicalized agriculture, have crippling environmental consequences. The desperate levels of economic insecurity, the
volume of contamination and resource use, and degradation of local
ecologies in the developed countries has surely made clear that economic
growth cannot be equated with human welfare in any simple manner?'
There are two corollary propositions that would seem to follow from
this strategic orientation for socialist economic policy. First, it implies
taking a strong stand in favour of the institutional structures at the level of
the world economy that sponsor alternative development models. There is
a sound basis to this approach. The postwar period displayed a variety of
models of economic development, in the diversity of Fordism in the North,
import-substitution industrialization in the South, and the various 'socialist
experiment^'.^^ Even the attempt to impose a neoliberal homogeneity of
development confirms this: there is now a diversity of disasters across the
North, the East and the South. The concept of inward strategies is, to a
degree, a notional orientation as all economic strategies will necessarily
have a vibrant open component and in all cases the world configuration
will need to be accounted for. But, as Ajit Singh has argued, openness is a
multi-dimensional concept that can apply variously to trade, capital
movements, migration and culture and between times and places.
International economic relations should not be a uniform market
compulsion, but always encompass a 'strategic degree of involvement' in
external exchange^.'^ In this view, balance of payments is still an
accounting measure of the 'space of flows' of money and commodities
internationally (although necessarily disaggregated to account for the
distributional interests of social classes) and a constraint indicative of
productive capacities in specific 'spaces of production.' But payments
balance also represents, however indirectly, the articulation between
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diverse economic models and thus the social relations of production
between specific places of production. It is impossible for socialists to put
forward alternatives unless it is insisted that there are variable ways of
organizing economic and ecological relations, and of managing the
external relations between diverse models. The objective of such a
solidaristic international economic policy can be summed up like this: the
maximization of the capacity of different national collectivities to choose
democratically alternate development paths subject to the limitation that
the chosen path does not impose externalities (such as environmental
damage or structural payments surpluses or deficits) on other countries.
This objective can only be realized through re-embedding financial capital
and production relations in democratically organized national and local
economic spaces sustained through international solidarity and fora of
democratic co-operati~n.'~
Second, full employment has come to mean a level of unemployment
associated with stable prices even within social democratic employment
policy. But this mixes up labour and product market performance and
contains nothing of the traditional demands of the Left that employment be
related to production for need and not for exchange. As Joan Robinson
once noted, it would be 'preferable to take a simple-minded definition, and
to say that there is "full employment" when no one is ~nemployed."~
Better
still would be a definition that incorporated the measure of adequate labour
market performance. Full employment might then be seen in relation to the
maximization of voluntary participation of the adult population in sociallyuseful paid work at full-time hours for solidaristic wages.
This strategic orientation for a socialist economic policy for market
disengagement allows us to put some order around a set of economic
principles that have been emerging out of the Left and Green movements.
These principles should be envisioned as transitional (they neither
represent socialism nor even the model-building of recent years) in the
sense of 'structural reforms' that initiate democratic modes of regulation
against market imperative^.^ For both substantive reasons, as well as to
maximize support today for socialist economic policy, they should be
conceived as a strategy to move in the direction of full employment
through alternative development models which encompass aspects of the
following ten principle^.^^
( I ) Inward-oriented economic strategies will be necessary to allow a
diversity of development paths and employment stability. Economic
policies have been geared to cost-cutting, fostering capital mobility and
common treatment without regard to the integration of national economies
or local production. Governments have poured an inordinate amount of
resources into the export sector, although these efforts have not dented
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unemployment (and probably could not, even in the absence of stagnation).
Yet, it is an absolute falsehood that freer trade will necessarily lead to an
expansion of employment and income. There are all sorts of conditions,
such as infant industries, mass unemployment or research market failures,
that make the theoretical case for protective devices such as quotas and
tariffs for positive industrial strategies. There is an equally strong
theoretical - not to speak of moral - case against free trade in goods
produced in absolutely appalling labour conditions.
The Left debate about trade and protectionism has often been, therefore,
specious and hopelessly contradictory. Free trade is recognized as a
neoliberal project, but rejection of it is shied away from as an affront to
internationalism. It is feared that ~rotectionof domestic workers will come
at the expense of workers abroad. Yet, it should not be a question of being
for or against trade: this is a conjunctural strategic issue related to stability
and egalitarian outcome. World trade in its present form is massively
imbalanced, unstable and coercive in its regulatory impact on national
economies; the consequence is increased social polarisation of income and
work. At stake, then, is a wider principle: the active pursuit of alternative
development paths for full employment requires that the open sector not
restrict domestic priorities, and that the i n t _ e ~ a _ ~ ~ n ? ~ ~ p er
than Snderrn~nethese o tions." The export orientation of all economic
strategies ii iiexer sustaina e nor desirable; it will have to be replaced by
a strategy of inward development (which is essential to any egalitarian
economic strategy). This is partly what the early Bretton Woods system
permitted through temporary trade restrictions to allow full employment
policies.
This casts a quite different light on what should be expected of trade. It
means, for example, that trade would have to come under regulation to
allow different orientations on local production, environmental standards,
restrictions on child labour. and so on. without sanction from 'worstpractice' production models. In other words, divergent economic models
imply a degree of tariff protection and control over the open sector. It has
proven impossible, moreover, for surplus countries to inflate enough, or
deficit countries to deflate enough, to restore payments balance without
further job losses. A single global market, with no common labour or
ecological standards, will inevitably bargain standards down in response to
the fear of competitive losses in conditions of competitive austerity. Of
course, if the use of tariffs and quotas in support of employment, or to
resolve payments imbalances, is to be minimised a degree of international
co-ordination and planning of trade is required. None of these measures
imply closing the economy from trade as economies of scale, diversified
consumption, and transfer of new products and processes remain
important. However, they quite clearly imply planning the open sector in
---+_.
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the national context with international regulation and co-ordination
required for the clearing of balances and the reinforcement of long-term
diverse development trajectories.

(2) Financial capital must be subjected to democratic controls on debt
payment and capital mobility. It seems quite clear from the histories of the
interwar period and the post-1974 experience that the external constraint
on national economic policy less imposes itself from outside than grows
out of the internal contradictions of domestic accumulation and the actions
of the national state. A phase of material expansion, as Giovanni Arrighi
and Elmar Altvater contend, ends in a phase of internationalization as
products seek markets and capitalists seek higher returns in financial
A series of problems arises: financial assets are increasingly
oriented to short-term returns because of stagnant output; debts cannot be
serviced; national economies are increasingly vulnerable to currency
movements as central bank reserves are dwarfed by financial flows.
International debts, with virtually all countries becoming more
indebted, pose a special difficulty. Settling them requires a net surplus of
exports: everything goes into competitive and export capacity with the
hope of paying debts plus interest. But other countries adopting the same
approach of expanding exports and lessening import demands generates
weaker employment conditions all around. Because of weaker demand,
meeting debt and interest payments requires further squeezing of the public
sector and workers' living standards. It is impossible, then, to redistribute
work at solidaristic wages and to continue to transfer massive funds to
financial interests. Finding an alternative way out of the debt crisis is
essential to the expansion of employment and alternative development. The
debt burden can only be alleviated by either a controlled inflation leading
to negative or minimal real rates of interest or a rescheduling of payments
that accomplishes the same thing. Anything else simply temporally
displaces an inevitable default into the future while running down
resources and capacities in the present. A hierarchy of credit and capital
controls - a credit regime - also needs to be drawn up and implemented to
constrain the power of financial capital over national development. Such
measures might range from: micro-banks; more democratic control over
national banks and credit allocation to enforce planning; short term taxes
on speculative turnover in currency, bond and equity markets; quantitative
capital controls; and restructured internationalsencjesLt

(3) Macroeconomic balance requires not only aggregate demand
management, but also new forms of i n v e s t m ~ 1 ~ 1 ~.nandLIL1412tive
ing
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bargaining norms. It is one thing to say that there is a capitalist
e m 6 n i i " i T ' s i s and quite another to say that releasing the aggregate
demand restraint to increase output will necessarily lead to employment
expansion. This misses the point that capitalist development means
increased output but with increased surplus labour (and an indeterminate
effect on workers incomes). An appalling dimension of capitalism, and
neoliberal employment policy, is that the costs of the system's need for
flexibility are born by workers while the benefits are reaped by capitalists.
This is as unacceptable today as it has ever been. Macroeconomic stabil~ty
should translate into employment stability through firm level job security
but also a social guarantee of retraining and new job creation in local
communities facing industrial restructuring. Such macroeconomic balance
will have to entail new mechanisms of control over market forces: nationax
and sectoral planning councils; planning agreements over investment flows
and technology strategies; regional and local development boards;
public ownership of core sectors (including financial industries).
~acroeconomicbalance means something quite beyond control of
demand volatility of the Keynesian kind. There are distributional imbalances between the social classes, public and private goods, present
consumption and future sustainabilit). On ecological, anii-globalisation
and equity grounds a redistributional macroeconomic balance makes
eminently more sense than one of unrestrained growth.
For effective demand to be restored, the break that has been put on
productivity-sharing with workers to the end of cost-cutting needs to be
revoked. But egalitarian employment also requires more than this.
Increased production requires consumers for the output and the income for
this should certainly go to workers. Yet output increases have to become
more ecologically constrained. So reductions in work-time, which are the
most effective means to increase
e
strongly pushed. A trade union bargaining norm of an 'annual free-time
factor' should, in solidarity with the unemployed, have precedence over an
'annual wage improvement' in sharing out productivity increases
(allocated to favour additional employment and the poorest workers). Any
decline in employment will also depend upon the form the expansion takes.
Capitalist sector jobs are governed by the logic of profitability; noncapitalist sector jobs (in the state and collective organizations) are
eoverned bv the logic
a
" of redistribution. The decline in ca~italistsector
sector i s - ~ ~ i i E G - eE~m- K y i e n t
employment in the manufacturing
.- growth should be tilted, t h e r e f o r e , ~ t o i i , a 7 d ~ G ~ a ~ C m m u service*
nity
w h i c h ~ a r e m a r ~ l a b o ~ ~ ~ t equestion
n s i ~ ~ hreally
e is not one of work to
facilities from new classrooms
do: there is a serious lack of adequate
health
to art galleries; there is a tremendous pen~up_dema@fo_<affo~d_able
care, housing and public transportation;
and
there is a great
deal to be done
_
.
_
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in terms of environmental clean-up from the wreckage caused by industrialization and neoliberalism.

(4) Reducing unemployment will entail both less work and a redistribution
of work. Postwar employment policies fought unemployment through
faster growth of output and exports. Contemporary capitalist employment
policies attempt, with little success, to do the same. If export-led strategies
to increase employment in conditions of competitive austerity soon
become a zero-sum (or negative) game of dumping job losses on other
countries which will eventually respond in kind, national macroeconomic
expansion will not be sufficient to lower unemployment. In the absence of
measures to restrict population growth (and given the objective of not
lowering the participation rate of adults in the economy), employment
growth alone would require a significant level of expanded output. The
increased capital-intensity of production suggests, moreover, that growth
rates would have to consistently approach, or exceed, levels of the postwar
boom to lower unemployment (at present average hours of work and labour
force growth). This still would leave unaddressed unused labour stocks and
productivity gains that even at modest levels would require significant
growth. Yet levels of growth of the postwar period, with similar extensive
growth bringing more land and resources into production, would be
enormously costly to the natural environment. Growth-centred
employment strategies must now be firmly rejected as both unviable in
reducing unemployment and undesirable on ecological grounds.
An unexpected side-effect of globalisation has been an increase in
work-time as part of competitive austerity (time reduction initially stalling
with the crisis in 1974 and now getting longer and more polarised)?' Hours
of work and intensity of work have increased even as workers' purchasing
power has been cut. The movement to lower hours has typically required
an international movement to impose an alternate logic on capitalism's
tendencies to increase work intensity and hours. In a static sense, it is quite
obvious that work, like income, is unequally distributed. But unlike income
redistribution work redistribution has the positive consequence of
producing free-time. A variety of measures are equalising of work-time
(especially if developed as universal standards): overtime limits and severe
restrictions on 'double-dipping' by professionals; extending vacations and
national holidays; and voluntary job-sharing plans by work-site. But to
1 have a major impact on unemployment nothing will do except a sharp
reduction in standard work-time with the clear objective of moving to an
average annual volume of, say, 1500 hours of work with a 32 hour workweek (bringing the advanced industrial countries below current German
levels). Existing plant might be worked harder (until fixed investment
expands) through expanded shift work. But with slow output increases, the
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short term reduction in unemployment will require a shift in income (offset
by productivity gain, less hours, lower unemployment claims and better
public services) as well as work. So a strategy of less work must be implemented in as egalitarian a manner as possible (avoiding the folly of having
only the public sector work shorter hours, which both ruins public goods
and increases inequality). An expansion of output will then have the
maximum impact on employment. A defensive struggle to spread work can
form the basis of an offensive struggle for a different way of life.

(5) A 'politics of time' should extend beyond setting standard hours to
consider the allocation of work-time and free-time. 'Work without end' has
been the history of capitalism. Fordism added 'endless consumption' and
the Keynesian conviction -check the old textbooks - that expanded output
should always have precedence over reduced work-time for any labour
time freed by productivity advance. Changing this orientation will raise
questions of an existential order about work, employment and the selfmanagement of time. This has a collective and a personal side. On the
personal side, there is an obvious increase in discretion over free time. It is
also possible to pursue more flexible patterns of work-time through flextime, banked time, single seniority lists based on hours worked, and paid
educational leaves that re-shape the control of time. There is an equal1
important collective side to lowering work-time. There is, for instance,
more ample time, as both Andre Gorz and Ernest Mandel have argued, for
collective decision-making in administrative and legislative activitiesR6
The radical reduction in work-time, with greater worker control over the
allocation of time, raises the concrete possibility of realizing the longstanding goal of the socialist movement for a 'democratically controlled
economy.'
(6) Productivity gains in the labour process should be negotiated against
the requalification of work The economic crisis also relates to the supplyside crisis of production (which in turn structures labour demand). The new
technologies further restructure the supply-side through changes to the
labour process and work-time. Competitive austerity, however, is
compelling work speedup and job fragmentation of a Taylorist kind, even
though this often involves sacrificing productivity gains that might occur
from increased worker input into production. A positive restructuring which would depend upon altering the balance of class relations on the
shopfloor and in society -would entail exploiting the capacity of the new
technologies to involve workers in production and the planned elimination
of boring, repetitive jobs. The fight against Taylorism extends into the kind
of training that is premised on preserving and expanding workers' skills.
This means long-term, broad skills rather than short-term, specific ones;
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transferable skills over firm-specific skills; theoretical as well as practical
knowledge; and skills that extend worker autonomy over the labour
process. Thus formal qualifications, earned through institutional training or
a mixture of formal training and on-the-job training, tend to allow workers
more flexibility and control over their labour process. The requalification
of work would extend broad skills of technical competency to all workers.
Employment and education have always been linked. Training plays a
central role in industrial policy and thus aggregate and sectoral labour
demand, in matching labour supply with skills demand, facilitating
adjustment between jobs, and in improving skills in cyclical downturns. So
training has to fit with other initiatives as it cannot create labour demand
for imaginary jobs. But building workers' capacities and skills as a
continual process has the positive benefit of providing an oversupply of
high skills, which can make easier adjustment to demand and technology
shifts. Increased worker participation in the labour process to increase
productivity is undoubtedly a struggle waged on the terrain of the
capitalists. Yet reuniting conception and execution and rebuilding workers'
capacities advances materially the possibility of worker self-management
which any democratic socialism must be premised upon. Life-time
education rather than narrowly conceived 'training' should really be the

(7) The requalification of work should be linked to quality production
within a quality-intensive growth model. It is not possible any more to
simply lay to one side the quality of the growth process, issues of work
process and product design, or production for social need. The failure of
social democratic Keynesianism was possibly greatest here, in that it never
developed state, community or worker planning capacities or offered a
'different way of life.' Keynesianism above all attempted to alleviate the
capitalist unemployment problem by growth in the quantity of
consumption goods and thereby the quantity of employment hours
demanded. Yet it is now more necessary than ever to connect the skills,
resources and employment that go into the labour process to the ecological
quality of the production process and the use-values which come out.
An alternative socialist policy might accentuate a number of positive
nds that can be discerned. The requalification of work, for example,
makes it feasible for unions to develop their own technology networks,
popular plans for industry, and socially-useful products. As well, there is
an element of the new technologies that does allow decentralized smallscale batch production or flexible specialization (although this cannot be
generalized into an entire economic system as some wildly wrong theories
did in the 1980s):' This allows for a whole range of customized instruments, clothing, housewares. Quality-intensive growth also speaks to the
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provision of public services. Here the problem is two-fold. The bureaucratic Fordist-style of the postwar public sector can also gain from
diversified and quality production to overcome standardization and inputcontrolled production of public services. The quantitative restrictions of
austerity have also seriously damaged the quality and range of public
goods from such basics as clean streets to the variety of art available in
public spaces. A socialist economic policy will foster, therefore, a qualityintensive growth model that encourages workers' skills and capacities,
incorporates resource-saving and durable production techniques, and
produces free time, collective services and quality products.

(8) The decline in work-time allows the administrative time for workplace
democracy. An unexpected benefit from decreased work-time is that it
allows for a democratic expansion of employment by freeing administrative and deliberative time for workplace and community planning of
output and work. With work-time reduction and job security so central to
an alternative, it is quite necessary and possible to put workplace planning
agreements on the bargaining table. These include, most obviously, information on compensation, profits, trade and investment plans, but also
should advance toward product design and long term workers' plans.
Labour productivity gains not taken in increased output can be taken in
increased time devoted to workers' control and environmental sustainability. Of course, capital will not yield such 'structural reforms' over
democratic control without threat of capital strike. Capital would prefer to
continue with Taylorism than risk worker self-management. But it is
exactly this that makes the external regulation over capital flows so critical.

*

(9) Local planning capacities will be central to sustaining diverse development and full employment. Postwar Keynesianism concentrated on
centralized aggregate demand management with little economic planning.
It was recognized that employment planning and adjustment policies were
a necessary supplement to demand management in tight labour markets.
Yet this largely remained limited to forecasting occupational and labour
force trends. It did not involve planning resource usage and never even
extended to implementing the postwar idea of a 'public works shelf' of
projects to be taken up in downturns. The local component of planning was
labour exchanges which served largely as a location for job listings and
counselling, but which never did much in the way of identifying local job
or skill needs. In many countries, even these limited services provided by
local employment centres have been allowed to run down under neoliberal
policies.-~nalternative employment policy will, in contrast, have as a
priority the development of local administrative ca-There
is a
desperate need to formulate local labour pGs acco~nting~for
the,_existing
I
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labour stock and skills, but also that forecasts local labour force trends,
skill shortages and job trends. This kind of knowledge cannot be found or
developed centrally. Local labour market authorities, therefore, must
become much more forward-looking and active planning units rather than
the passive dispensers of dole payments or centres for the video display of
job postings that they have become.
There is an added dimension to local planning. In the service sector,
where most job growth will be, the challenge is not only to raise the quality
of work and pay, but also to collectivize many service activities that are too
expensively provided by private markets (daycare), or are not available at
all because of underfunding (cleaner environment). It is impossible to
envision these being done without planning of resource use and input from
users and producers of the services. How does one go about providing
library resources in a multi-cultural society from an office tower in
- Washington or Berlin? Decentralized popular planning should be central to
-, /a non-capitalist 'third sector,' that is, self-managed community services
--!$-/(either
newly formed or partly devolved from traditional state administratlon) such as cultural production, environmental clean-up, education and
leisure. These activities will have to be planned, through local labour
market boards, to determine socially-useful activities, community needs,
and local skills. This reinforces the linkages between the expansion of
employment and the formation of democratic capacities.

1

5

(10) Socialist economic policy should encompass new forms of democratic
administration. Employment policy, the central focus of this discussion, is

typically administered though traditional hierarchical bureaucracies of
central offices of control, planning and funding and decentralized
employment exchange^.^ The exchanges grew in prominence with war
mobilization and the subsequent adoption of unemployment insurance
schemes. The exchanges embodied, in many ways, the worst aspects of
postwar bureaucratic administration: poorly planned and ill-focused at the
centre and rigid and remote in local communities. Where could it have
possibly been said that the local employment centre was the key location
for discussing and planning work in the community? Yet, in a democratic
society where most of us spend a large portion of our adult lives working
(or seeking work), this is exactly what they could and should be. It would
be quite possible to establish a statutory labour market system structured
through local, democratically accountable bodies. This could be encomassed within a national employment policy, with the local boards allowed
a decentralization of decision-making and thus I o c a ~ c o m m p n i t i e s ~ ~ m ~ r e
active role in establishing production, employment and"!!$-ning&orities.
Such democratically elected-bbards courd Serve ai'a 'space for t h e x r native' on a broad range of local issues: where workers' plans are linked to
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community economic development plans; where the improvement in the
quality of jobs is actually taken on as a societal project; where workers and
unions are specifically given resources and assistance to form employment
plans; where community environmentalists and unions come together
around health and safety and workplace pollution; and where communities
are mandated to plan local needs and to provide socially-useful
employment.
IV. Conclusion: Capitalist Obstacles, Socialist Imperatives

It is conventional wisdom that the internationalisation of ca~italist
economies at the end of the twentieth century has created historical conditions that have vitiated traditional socialist economic objectives and,
indeed, their policy means as well. This accounts, in part, both for the
boldness with which neoliberal policies are being bursued and the
appalling servile character of the latest revisionist turn of social
democracy. I have argued, in contrast, that the internationalisation of
market processes has caused unmitigated disasters in many parts of the
world as well as economic imbalances and social polarisations between
and within countries that cannot be resolved by economic approaches that
would intensify these processes. This is the case for both neoliberal and
social democratic policies targetted at widening the economic space for
internationalisation. Widening the space for international governance of
the market to match its global expansion, as the advocates on the Left for
a 'cosmopolitan democracy' and the formation of an 'international civil
society' argue, begs far more questions than it answers and depends upon
an untenable view of market processes (even when accompanied by the
laudable goal of 'throwing sand into the wheels' of global financial
capital). Capitalist social relations remain a massive obstacle to social
justice.
There are eventually only two options facing individual countries in the
hyper-competitive conditions of structurally imbalanced and unmanaged
. In the
internationalised capitalist markets
current conjuncture, the neoliberal
he IMF,
World Bank and the GATT-WTO has ruled out protectionism - and thus
the 'beggaring-thy-neighbour' process of exporting unemployment of the
1930s - by lowering tariff and non-tariff barriers. The Consensus's
constraint on protectionism, however, does not resolve the underlying
pressures but only shifts them elsewhere (particularly as the WTO is as
much an investment pact for private investment flows as a trade
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of this defensive adjustment produces a spiral offcompetitive_aus&ty' so
tmgo~t~&-cease1.e-$-proving
t h~-the_p~e_ssures_torationaliseagdcu
external balance and competitiveness in the 1990s takes the form of
'beggar-thy-working class' policies of expanding unemployment at home.
Neither neoliberal free trade nor social democratic proposals of shaped
advantage for national competitiveness provide an exit from this
destructive form of capitalism. Nor would simply taming financial markets
resolve it as this would only modify the temporal dimension of the
asymmetries in the world economy and not their spatial underpirinings.
These obstacles also apply to the misguided faith common amongst the
new market socialists in the allocative efficiency of global markets in determining investment and research and development, as opposed to the
allocative efficiency of democratic planning in determining where these
expenditures might best meet social needs. This is an impossibly shallow
view of consumer sovereignty and the sustainability of present distributional and consumption patterns.
These criticisms still leave, of course, the most difficult question: on
what basis might a political challenge to these processes be mounted and
socialist economic policies be forwarded? The social democratic proposals
to forge a progressive competitiveness approach to internationalisation,
often put in terms of creating a 'stakeholders' capitalism', has been the
pole of attraction for most Left political parties and intellectuals. But as a
result of the contradictions analysed here, nowhere is this strategy posed as
a serious alternative to neoliberalism. It is the North American model of
longer hours of work at income-splitting, insecure jobs and an impoverished public sector that is spreading. This is the case even in Sweden and
Germany, which best combine the pre-conditions of strong labour
movements brokering compromises with a national bourgeoisie traditionally committed to national competitiveness. Similarly the East Asian
miracle economies, so commonly put forth as a progressive alternative to
neoliberalism in even the usually most clear-headed socialist periodicals,
only makes the case that state intervention to support national industry is
not always a failure in raising output levels. They are neither generalisable
models because of the external constraint nor desirable ones on the egalitarian, democratic or ecological grounds of socialist politics.
I have argued in this essay, again in opposition to most current thinking
on the Left, that socialist economic policy still provides a vital alternative
to resolving these problems. This is not to declare that ready-made
blueprints can be offered: it is to search for viable sets of strategic orientations and principles around which struggles in specific times and places
might advance. The calls made in this context for re-territorialisationof the
'spaces of production' and for constraints over the 'space of flows' of
monetary and commodity exchanges at the world level should, then, hardly
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be controversial. To cite Miliband again: 'The fact of class struggle on an
international scale inexorably points to the need for a socialist government
to preserve as large a measure-of independence as is possible .,. socialists
cannot accept a parallel political internationalization which, for the present
and immediate future, is bound to place intolerable constraints on the
purposes they seek to advan~e.'~'he point of controversy more proper1
resides in two areas: at what political moment, to what extent and in what
forms should sovereignties be sacrificed to democratised multi-national
blocs and international agencies reinforcing the diverse autocentric,
ecologically-sound development trajectories of their constituent members;
and at what moments, to what extent and in what forms should democratic
forums within states have priority to plan and control production and
-_ ----___
movements
ecology? Working through these challenges requires political
which are thoroughly 1nternatlonatXKeiF$i6king, linkages..and_snlidarities. But such movements can only arise if they are firmly rooted in their
own local and national communities and ecologies in developing their
democratic ca~acitiesand economic alternatives.- he obstacle liesnot in
the impossibility of developing viable socialist
economic policies for these
e
movements to pursue as opportunities present themselves. Nor are the
sentiments of a majority of the world's population North and South, who
wish for a 'different way of life' from th competitive treadmill and despair
of capitalism at the end of the century, inhospitable to such policies. The
obstacle is a minority class that draws its power and wealth from a historically specific form of production. There is a route forward if the market
basis of this power is seen for what it is: contingent, imbalanced,
exploitative and replaceable.

__-
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NOTES
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